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Errata

In a recently conducted(July 1983) retest of the identical Cessna 210
Centurion discussed in this report it was determined that a tachometer
error existed. While the tachometer read 2700 the actual propeller RPM
was 2882.

Accordingly, it is assumed that the tachometer error existed during the
1982 test. Therefore, any reference in the main body of this document
to the C-210 or any presentation of C-210 data should be noted as reflecting
a propeller speed approximately 182 RPM greater than the stated value.
The results of the 1983 retest are presented in Appendix E.

Addenda

Appendix E of this document provides a summary of the 1983 Cessna 210,
"retest" measurement program designed to obtain additional data on the
relationship between level flyover and takeoff noise levels.
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GLOSSARY

ADS Atmospheric absorption correction applied to each
1/3 octave band of the ALM

AGL - Above Ground Level

AL - A-Weighted Sound Levels expressed in decibels (See
LA)

ALM M aximum A-weighted Sound Level, expressed In
decibels (see LAM)

ALcx M Iaximum A-weighted Sound Level Corrected using
complex procedure

ALo - Maximum A-weighted Level corrected using
simplified procedures

ALAM - As measured raximu A-weighted Level

ALT - Aircraft altitude above the microphone location

ALTR - Reference Altitude - reference height of aircraft

ALTT - Test Altitude - actual height of aircraft directly
over noise measurement site

ATM - Standard day atmospheric correction

BRC - Best Rate of Climb

c - Speed of Sound

cm - When used as subscript ca refers to distance and
Mach number corrected levels

CPA - Closest Point of Approach

CR - Correction Ratio

dB - Decibel

dBA - A-Weighted Sound Level expressed in mite of
decibels (see AL)
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df m Degree of freedom

d - Distance

d- Distance f -om brake release to clear a 50

(15.4m) obstncle

- Delta, or Change in Value

- Correction term obtained by correcting SPL values
for atmospheric absorption and flight track
deviations per FAR 36, Amendment 9, Appendix A,
Section A36.11, Paragraph d

2 Correction term accounting for changes in event
duration with deviations from the reference flight
path

EPNL - Effective Perceived Noise Level (symbol is
LEPN)

EV - Event, test run number

FAA - Federal Aviation Administration

FAR - Federal Aviation Regulation

FAR-36 - Federal Aviation Regulation, Part 36

GA = General Aviation

GLR M Graphic Level Recorder

-AS - Indicated Airspeed

K(A) - Propagation constant describing the change in dBA
with distance

K(DUR) - The constant used to correct SEL for distance and
velocity duration effects in 42

K(S) Propagation constant describing the change in SEL
with distance

K(M)A - Mach Number correction constant for AL

K(M)S  Mach Number correction constant for SEL
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K(P)A - Power correction constant for the AL

K(P)s Power correction for SEL

Kts Knots

LA - Symbol for A-Weighted Sound Level expressed in
decibels (see AL)

LAcx Symbol for Maximum A-weighted Sound Level

corrected using complex procedure

-LAE Symbol for Sound Exposure Level expressed in
decibels (see SEL)

LAEcs Symbol for Sound Exposure Level corrected with
simplified procedure

LAEcx Symbol for Sound Exposure Level corrected with

complex procedures

LAEAM - Symbol for As measured Sound Exposure Level

LA14 Symbol for maximum A-weighted Sound Level
expressed in decibels (See ALM)

LA14(am) Symbol for as measured Maximum A-weighted
Sound Level expressed in decibels

Leq - Symbol for Equivalent Sound Level

LFO - Level Flyover operational mode

MH Helical Tip Mach number

M 1(T) = Test helical tip Mach number

MH(R) - Reference helical tip Mach number

MTOGW - Maximum Takeoff Gross Weight

N - Sample Size

PR Reference engine power

PT Test engine power

Q - Time history "shape factor"

RH - Relative Humidity in percent

RPM Revolutions per minute

xiii



SD - Standard Deviation

SEL = Sound Exposure Level expressed in decibels. The
integration of the AL time history, normalized to I
second (symbol is LAE)

SELAM As measured Sound Exposure Level

SELcx = Sound Exposure Level corrected with complex
procedures

SELCS Sound Exposure Level corrected with simplified
procedure

SELFC - Fully corrected SEL value

SPH - Correction added to the 1/3 octave band value to
adjust for spherical spreading

SPL - Sound Pressure Level

SR - Distance from the noise source to receiver

T - Ten-dB-down duration time

T/0 - Takeoff j
v W Velocity

Vy - Velocity for best rate of climb

VR - Rotational Velocity

VT - Translational Velocity

Vg - Ground speed

VIAS - Indicated Air Speed

Oci Atmospheric absorption coefficient for the i-th 1/3
octave Sound Pressure Level

cci SAE ARP-866A absorption coefficient for the i-th 1/3
octave band for the reference conditions of 59°F
(15C) and 70% RH
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Executive Sumary of Findings

1. For the aircraft, groundspeeds, auc altitudes tested, a strong

correlation is observed between SEL and AIM. AIM and SEL are linearly

related, with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.965.

L a noise certification scheme the use of AIM is eubstantially qimpler

and more direct than SEL because:

a. there is no need for tracking information, which is required

to measure ground speed;

b. measurement instrumentation is far les3 sophisticated;

c. corrections for off-reference tost conditions are simpler and

loss time-consuming; and

d. fewer corrections are required.

Based on these observations, it is reasonable to considei use of ALM aa

the noise evaluation measure for a takeoff noise certification prooedure.

2. For ratios of test altitude to reference altitude from 1.2 to

0.8, a comparisons of two methods (I.e., a "simplified" and a "complex) for

correcting nonreference altitudes and nonstandard atmospheric absorption

resulted in an average difference of only 0.2 dB between the two methods.

It is concluded that the less complex correction method is quite acceptable.

Using the "simplified" procedure, measured noise levels (ALM) may be

corrected for altitude by algebraically adding an increment equal to:

Delta-I - 22 log (ALTT/ALTR) dB.
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3. The results of the helical tip Mach Number () correlation study

suggest that no single function should be universally applied. Test results

show that functions for the aircraft tested lie between 20 and 150 times

log ( %(R)/M(T)). However, the method of application as a correction

function minimizes the net difference in correction value, since, in most

cases, the MH(R)/NH(T) was very close to 1.0. On the average there was

less than a 1 percent difference over the range of coefficients, primarily

due to warmer than standard day temperatures.

4. Test results reveal a range of values for the power correction

constant K(P)A between 2 and 30, with an average K(Y)A - 17. The

relationship A- K(P) log (P )/P(T) db is considered a reasonable

correction factor for estimating change in noise level with engine power.

5. Pilots participating in the FAA tests flew within 5 kts. of the

reference airspeed.

6. In most cases (11 of 18) the altitude correction ratios (ALTT/ALTR)

for the test aircraft lie within the limits of 0.7 and 1.4. In a number

of cases an unusually high correction ratio is observed, generally

associated with winds aloft and/or light weight.

7. Linear and logarithmic regression analyses of noise level versus

maximum gross takeoff weight failed to reveal any significant trends

for the general population of aircraft tested. Subsequent analyses using

sub-ground populations made no significant improvement.

8. Pilots participating in the FAA test reported difficulty in maintaing

the reference heading due to their inability to see the ground while in

the climbout flight regime. Typically each pilot would make practice flights

2



until receiving radio confirmation from ground observers verifying the

proper flight track. The pilot would then fly that compass heading for

subsequent takeoff events. After having found the right compass heading,

pilots typically deviated no more than +10 degrees from the zenith over

the microphone location.

3



1.0 Introduction - During the Sumer and Fall of 1982, the Federal Aviation

Administration's Office of Environment and Energy, Noise Abatement Division,

conducted an extensive propeller-driven aircraft noise measurement program

at Dulles International Airport. This program was intended to obtain noise

measurement data necessary for analysis of the proposed revision of ICAO

Annex 16/FAA FAR Part 36, noise standards for certification of small (less

than 12,500 lbs) propeller-driven aircraft.

ICAO and FAA noise standards prescribe procedures for noise certification

of small propeller-driven airplanes. The standards require measurement

of noise levels associated with 1000 ft (300.) level flyover at not less

than the highest power in the normal operating range. The regulations

also rcquire application of a general performance correction. This

correction considers climb performance capability, and the associated

effect on noise levels.

Suggested changes to Chapter 6 of ICAO Annex 16 and FAR Part 36

Appendix F would substitute a takeoff test for the current flyover test.

Along with this change comes the need to develop reliable correction

procedures for changes in noise level which accompany non-reference

helical tip Mach Number, non-reference engine power levels, and non-

reference altitudes.

In an effort to assess the proposed revision, takeoff noise measurements

were made for 18 aircraft. Additional measurements for nine of these

aircraft during level flyover provided sufficient data to examine the

relationship of noise levels versus variationA in helical tip Mach Number

and engine power setting.

I
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Table I presents selected physical attributes for each of the test aircraft,

while Table 2 lists the reference takeoff performance characteristics for

each airplane. The parameters shown in Table 2 are used for normalizing

test measuremnt data to reference takeoff performance and meteorological

conditions.

5
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2.0 Aircraft Operationv Ree tance Conditions - For purposes of this

series of tests, a reference ground track was defined as a line parallel

to, and fifty feet vest of the edge of Runway 36 at Dull*@. The test

progran was structured to accommodate either a north or a south traffic

flow.

2.1 North Operations - In the case of a northbound traffic flow, it was

necessary to use a simlated takeoff procedure. Calculations were ade

to deternne the ground location and altitude to intercept the cliabout

path. The resulting altitude achieved over the North uiaurement

location (Site 2) theoretically would equal the reference takeoff altitude.

2.2 South oprtio__ - In the case of southbound traffic flow, a full stop

takeoff procedure w8 utilized with brake reles at a point nominally

8200 feet (2500 asters) from the south measurement location (Site 1). The

full stop takeoff procedure has been specified in the proposed noise

certificatioa test as follows:

First phase

a. takeoff power shall be used frou the brake release point to the

point at which the height of 50 ft (15u) above the runway is

reached.

b. a constant takeoff configuration selected by the applicant shall

be maintained throughout this first phase.

Second phase

a. the beginning of the second phase ccrresponds to the end of the

first phase.

b. the aircraft shall be in the climb configuration with landing

Sear up, if retractable, and flap setting corresponding to normal

climb throughout this second phase.

8



c. the speed shall be the best rate of climb speed Vy.

d. The mazimum continuous power and RPM that can be delivered

by the engine or engines in this flight condition shall be

maintained throughout the second phase (unless a lower limiting

power Is eotablisebd by the certificating autnority,.

2.3 Level Flyovers - In both cases (north or south traffic flow), level

flyover operations were conducted in concert with the normal traffic

flow. In each level flyover test, target values were specified for

altitude, propeller RPM, and enSgfe power.

2.4 Reference Meteorological Conditions for Calculating/ Reference Takeoff
k1titudeo - the following paragraph, taken from the proposed takeoff noise

certification standard, specifies reference meteorological conditions:

The airplane reference flight procedures shall be calculated under

the following atmospheric conditions.

a. sea level atmospheric pressure of 1013.25 hPa (1013.25mb);

b. ambient air temperature of 15*C;

c. relative humidity of 70 percent; and

d. sero wind.
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3.0 Acoustical Data - This section describes the procedures used in

measurement, recording and reduction of acoustical data.

3.1 Measurement Locations - Two noise measuremt sites were utilised

during takeoff and level flyover conditions. The sites were located on

the flight track centerline, 3000 feet (914a) apart on level ground

with short clipped grase. The full-stop takeoff masuremeat site ms

approximately 9000 feet from the start of takeoff roll. In the case of

full stop takeoff and In the case of flight path Intercept takeoff, noise

data were corrected to values which would be expected at a distance of

8200 feet from brake rolease. A schemtic of the test array is shown In

Figure 3.1.

3.2 Measurement Instrument - Each noise msurmient site utilized two

identical microphone-preamp systems situated 12" apart. The systess

consisted of General Radio one-half inch electret microphones (1962-9610)

driving General Radio P-42 Preamplifiers. vith the microphones oriented for

grazing incidence and mounted 4 feet (0.2m) above the ground. A three-inch

windscreen covered each microphone. A 100-foot (30.5m) cable connected one

microphone system with a General Radio 1988 Precision Integrating Sound

Level Meter driving a Metroconics Graphic Level Recorder (GLR). The

other microphone system was connected by a 100-foot (30.5a) cable to a

two-channel Nagra IV-SJ Magnetic Tape Recorder. Amplification was provided

by Ithaco Model 451 Amplifier. Data were recorded simultaneously on both

channels in the linear mode; however, on windy days, one channel m

A-weighted in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Measurement

instrumentation schematics are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

10



3.3 Noise Data/Data Reduction - The 1988 system provided ALM, SEL,

Squivalent Sound Level (Lq), and the duration of the integration. The

10-d0-down duration time was scaled from the Graphic Level Recorder

time history charts. The data from the magnetic tape recorder system

were prnessed uoing a General Radio 1995 1/3 octave real time analyzer

interfaced to a PDP 11/05 computer system. It provided ALM, SIL,

10-dbJ-dom duration, tim of ALK, one-third octave spectrum for ALM,

and one-half second average AL values encompassing the entire 10-dB-down

tine history.

The 1988 systems were the primary measurement instruments and generated

the data presented in the appendices of this report. The magnetic tape

recorder systems were deployed selectively on a limited number of days

at certain measurement sites. As explained in subsequent sections, the

tape recorder system were utilized for the express purpose of evaluating

complex versus simplified data correction procedures to account for

non-standard atmospheric absorption.

Summary tables of acoustical measurements data are provided in Appendix A

(Takeoff) and Appendix B (Level Flyover).

11
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4.0 Meteorological Data - On-site measurements were taken approximately

every 1/2 hour using a sling-psychrometer to measure air temperature and

relative humidity. Wind was monitored constantly using a three-cup

anemometer.

The U.S. National Weather Service provided upper air observations from

routine Radiosonde launchings at nearby Sterling, Virginia. FAA personnel

also monitored the wind information provided by the Dulles Low-Level

Wind Shear monitoring system.

A tabulation of meteorological data is provided in Appendix D of this report.
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5.0 Aircraft Position Data - Aircraft position relative to the reference

flight track and noise measurement sites was determined using three

different techniques; radar, photoscaling and transit.

A brief description of each technique is provided below:

Photo-Scaling - 35= photographs were taken of each aircraft as it

passed over the noise site. Each image was measured and compared with

an appropriate calibration photograph to determine altitude.

Radar - Aircraft position data were supplied, for some events, by a

tracking radar system. A photograph of the radar system is shown in

Figure 5.1.

Transit - A surveyor's transit was placed approxim.ately 1500' (457m)

abeam (east) of the primary noise site. The observer visually followed the

target aircraft through the transit until the aircraft passed over the

noise site (transit turret was blocked from moving beyond the noise site).

An elevation reading was taken to determine the aircraft's altitude above

the noise site. This method was included in the test program merely to

evaluate its feasibility. None of the transit data was used in the analyses

presented in this paper.

The three different measurement systems were used, in part, for the purpose

of evaluating comparative performance and in part, to maintain back-up

tracking capability. A comparative analysis is provided in sections which

follow.

16



The aircraft position data used in level flyover analyses (see Appendix B)

were primarily from the photo-scaling system while radar data were

primarily used in evaluating takeoff noise data (see Appendix A). This

methodology reflects the timing and sequence of data analysis as well as

delays encountered in developing radar data reduction software.

I
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6.0 Cockpit instrument Rjeading- - Cockpit data were logged by an FAA

observer for each noise run when the aircraft was approximately over the(proposed) noise certification measurement location. These data were
essential for developing and (in the case of takeoff), applying propeller
tip speed corrections and pover corrections. A tabulation of the acquired

cockpit data is presented in Appendix C.

19
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7.0 Propagation - This section of the report utilises takeoff noise data

from test runs in which aircraft position data were available at both

measurement sites. An implicit assumption is that the acoustical

emission characteristics of the test aircraft remain constant over the

3000 feet between sites.

7.1 Intensity metric: Propazation Effects - In the case of the intensity

metric, maximum A-weighted Sound Level, the primary considerations are

spherical spreading and f.tmospheric absorption. Adjustment for these

factors is referred to as the Delta-i correction. The Delta-i process

involves application of the spreading law plus absorption to each of the

24 one-third octave Sound Pressure Levels between 44 Hz and 11,200 Hz.

The correction for most atmospheres and most spectra is given in simplified

format as:

"K(A) log (d1/d 2 ) dB

1 2
where K(A) is greater than 20 and generally less than 27.

7.2 Energy Metric: Propa ation Effects - In the case of the energy metric,

SEL, one observes the same losses described above plus the effects of

duration. In the example below we consider only distance-duration effects,

assuming no change in ground speed. The change in SEL with distance can

be written as:

d dA- K(A) log (l/d 2 ) + K(D) log (d 2 /d )

or

(K(A) - K(D)) log (d/d 2 )

By defining (K(A) - K(D)) K(T), the SEL propagation constant, one can

write:

K(S) log (Slid2 )
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In summary, the object of this study is to determine empirical values of

K(A) and K(S) using takeoff noiLe measurement data.

7.3 Results - A total of 30 individual takeoff noire events (encompassing six

different aircraft types) havo been examined. If all data are grouped as a

single population, the following overall averages result:

90% C.I.
Propagation Range for True

N Constant U- 90% C.I. Value of "K"

K(A) 31 21.1 4.9 1.5 22.6 to 19.6

K(S) 30 15.0 3.4 1 1.07 16.1 to 13.9

It is seen that a much greater uncertainty exists in the estimate of

K(S), while the K(A) estimate appears reasonable within the context of

applicable theory. As seen in the next sub-section,the K(A) estimate

is largely corroborated by other similar studies.

7.4 Examination of Other Test Data - This section uses values of Delta-l

computed in previous noise tests to determine comparison values of K(A).

Using available information the following calculation was made.

K(A) - (Delta-l -4 log Cd]/d?

Each value of Delta-1 used in this analysis contains three components. The

first term accounts for the effects of change in atmospheric sound

absorption between actual and reference atmospheres. The second term

accounts for the effects of atmospheric sound absorption on the change in

sound propagation path length between actual and reference flight path.

The third term accounts for the effects of the inverse square law on the

change in the sound propagation path length.
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The following values of K(A) were obtained using this method for a number

of previous helicopter and general aviation aircraft noise tests as

described below:

a. K(A) - 24.38, S.D. - 2.7, Sample alse- 23 for seven general
aviation aircraft tested
In 1978.1

b. X(A) - 21.7, S.D. - 0.6, Sample size - 15 for four hfilcopters
tested in 1979.2

c. K(A) - 23.3, S.D. - 4.0, Sample size - 30 for eight helicopters

tested in 1978.'

7.5 Di cussion - The method of determining K(A) in this paper is strictly

empirical, depending entirely on measured data. The comparison technique

using previously reported data employs computed values of Delta-1. These

computed valued are in turn dependent on the accuracy of Society of

utomative Engineers Aerospace Rocomended Practice -866A.4 While the two

techniques are not strictly comparable, they both provide a means for

evaluating propagation decay rate. When considered together they point to

the similarity of the results and lead to the conclusion that for small

propeller-driven aircraft, the appropriate value of K(A) falls between

20 and 24.

Since experimental values of K(Mj determined from the suer 1982 tests are

slightly over 20, it can be concluded that there in little absorption taking

place. This is not surprising since the test aircraft produce sounds dominant

in the low frequency range (i.e., <260 Hz). It is worthwhile to note that

some changes in acoustical em.sslon characteristics probably take place

between two sites which may account for some of the variability.

22
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8.0 Comarison of Sinlified and Complex Procedures for Considering the

Effects of Atmospheric Absorption and Spherical Spreadina - the new 1CAO

proposal would substitute takeoff noise measurements for the current level

flyover measurement requirement. This proposal would also incorporate some

form of combined atmospheric absorption and spherical spreading correction

similar to that outlined in Annex 16/FAR Part 36 Appendix A. This complex

correction is referred to as "Delta-l". One option Is a "simplified"

correction concept for atmospheric absorption. In this section simplified

values are calculated and compared with those of the more complex Delta-l

correction procedure to determine the magnitude and significances of the

differences.

8.1 Analytical Process - Computer software was developed at the FAA's

Noise Lab for use in this test. One such program accepts noise, position,

and weather data. calculates corrections, and computes the desired metrics.

These metrics are described below:

1. Determination of As-Measured AM - Using the spectrum of the

half-second sample producing the maximum noise level, provided by the "1995"

system, this software applies A-weighting constants (unless A-weighting

was applied during the test) to each 1/3 octave band sound pressure level

and computes the A-weighted value.

LAM 0lg~~ANzo ~ ~ ]] (EQUATION 1)

IM
2. Determination of Cowlex Correction aL- ALC) - This program

calculates "corrected" A-weighted value as it does ALM. However, in this

case the program also computes, for each 1/3 octave band, corrections

23
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which are added to the A-weighted SPL's to adjust for effects associated

with differences between test and reference conditions.

AcZ IT -MV(EQUATION 2)

4I

The corrections applied (ATl4 L, ABS 1 , SPHI) In the above equation are

defined as follows!

AT 1 represents the standard day atmospheric correction for a

particular 1/3 octave band

M - MI - 0.i)/10 0 0 ) (ALT T)

NOTE: : is the SAE-ARP-866A4absorption coefficient for the i-th

1/3 octave band for test day temperature and relative humidity.

i: is the SAE-ARP-866A absorption coefficient for the i-th

1/3 octave band for the reference conditions of 59*F (15'C) and

70% RH. All data have been analyzed using the 77*F, 702RH

reference conditions as well as the 59"F, 70% RH reference values.

Although only the 59-*F, 7G% RE results are reported herein, the

77*F, 70% RH values are nearly identical.

ALT: Test altitude

ALTR: Reference altitude

ABS i: is the atmospheric absorption correction applied to each

1/3 octave band of the ALM spectrum.

A es JN.I1O00')(ALT-ALTR)

SPB: is the correction added to the 113 octave band value to

adjust for spherical spreading.

SP~U 20 log (ALTTIALT&)

24
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This correction strictly parallels the "Delta-i" correction process

contained In FAR Part 36 and ICAO Annex 16.

3. Determination of SiUlified Corrected hl AL )-T corc

the ALM value using the proposed abimlified technique, this prograst adds

as a correction factor the product of a constant (24) and the log of the

ratio between the test and reference altitudes.

'Acs LM + 24 log (ALTT,/ALTR (EQUATION 3)

NOTE: The value 24 has been derived from previous emirical studies

of noise propagation characteristics. For further discussion

please refer to Section 12.5.

4. "As Measured" Sound Exposure Level (SIL) - The A-weighted values

'for each half-second sample (provided by the "199" system) were used to

-ompute the "as measured" SEL.

L10 log ANTILOG IL/ 3dB (1QUATION 4)

NOTE: The correction of 3 dB normalimes the value to a one-second

base.4

5. Complex Corrected Sound Exposure Level ($_EL j - The *$corrected"

SEL was calculated by adding to the AL values en "as measured" durationcx

correction (SEL -AL ) along with an altitude duration correction,
7 log (ALTR/ALTT) In this analysis It is assumed that test and reference

velocities are equal.

LA L A + (L A L LN~am) + 7 log (ALTy./ALTT) (sQUATION 5)
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6. Simplified Corrected Sound Exposure Level (SEL ) - The simplified

version for determining a corrected SEL is the same as the SELcprocedure,

except the value ALc is replaced with the value AL

AEcs - LA, + (ZA - L,..+ 7 log (ALTR/ALTT) (EQUATION 6)

NOTE: Use of the constant 7 in the above equations (5 and 6),

rather than the value of 10, was found to provide a better

fit to the test data. (see Section 9.2).

8.2 A Parametric Analysis of Complex versus Simplified Difierences - The

"Delta-l" process described above incorporates corrections for the influence

of non-reference temperature and relative humidity operating over some

finite "Correction Ratio", the test altitude divided by the reference

altitude (ALTT/ALTR). As discussed in later sections the "Altitude is

observed to be approximately equal to the "Closest Point of Approach".

Therefore, in subsequent discussion the correction ratio is defined as

CPAT/CPAR). This chapter attempts to explore the differences between

simplified and complex correction procedures taking into account the three

variables 1) temperature, 2) relative humidity, and 3) correction ratio.

This analysis uses takeoff noise spectra for test aircraft measured over

a wide range of temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) conditions.

For each spectrum acquired at a given T, RH, and test altitude, the

following corrections are developed:

1. Correct to 77*,70Z using simplified procedures for a series of

reference altitudes resulting in Correction Ratios (CR) which span the

ravge 0.5 to 1.5.

2. Correct to 77",70Z over the same CR range using tha complex

procedures.
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Having exercised both the complex and simplified techniques over the

dimensions T,RHCR, for a variety of representative aircraft spectra, we

have plotted the differences in figure 8.1-8.10. It in observed that the

complex-minus-simplified differences increase as the CR diverges from 1.0

(as one might expect), with the complex procedure yielding greater

corrections (resulting in higher corrected noise levels) when CR is less

than 1.0 (CPAT less than CPAR ). When the CR is greater than 1.0 the

simplified technique yields a higher correction value resulting in a lower

corrected noise level. In both cases one will find a higher corrected

noise level using complex procedures.

The magnitude of this difference, however, is small (generally less

than 0.5 dB) with a CR range of 0.7-1.3. As long as allowable deviations

from the reference flight path are restricted to CR range of 0.7-1.3,

differences between the complex and simplified Delta-1 corrections are so

small that the additional time and expense of generating complex correction

values is unjustified.

8.3 Atmospheric Absorption Variation with Temperature and Relative

Humidity for Dominant One-Third Octave Bands. - This analysis examines

which one-third octave sound pressure levels dominate the A-weighted

acoustical spectrum for each aircraft. A summary of dominant and second

highest bands in presented in Tabel 8-1 for typical takeoff and level

flyover noise events for test aircraft. As these bands are the most

influential in determining the maximum A-weighted sound level their

sensitivity to atmospheric absorption is an important indicator of the

need for the more rigorous '"Delta-l"* correction process.
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Having established the dominant bands one can now examine the sensitivity

to absorption by inspecting Table 8-2 which provides rates of absorption I
for the standard acoustical day (77PF,70X) and five other T-RH

combinations which encompass a realistic test condition window. In cases

where a significant difference (ldB/1000') exists between the 77*F,70Z rate

of absorption and a selected test condition, one would expect to see greater

sensitivity to atmospheric absorption in the correction process and

perhaps a greater need for the complex correction procedure. Accordingly,

one would expect to see a greater difference between the results of complex

and simplified correction procedures. In cases where very little difference

exists between reference and test rates of absorption then the need for

complex procedures is diminished and one would expect good agreement

between complex and simplified procedures.

This is in fact the case observed for almost all of the aircraft tested

with the exception of the Duchess and Archer II which are dominated by

acoustical energy in the 1 kHz to 2 kHz range.
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TABLE 8-1

A-WEIGHTED ACOUSTICAL SPECTRA

DOMIH1ANT ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BANDS

TAKEOFF LEVEL FLYOVER
AIRCRAFT TYPE N NO. 2 dB- NO. 1 NO. 2 d -
ARCRAFTTYPE FREQ (Hlz) FREQ Hz)z DOWN FREO. (H, FREQ (Hz) DOWN

CESSNA 170 125 315 0.9 125 315 3.3

TURBO4 ARROW IV 250 400 0.2 250 125 1.0

TOMOHAWK 160 315 2.3 160 315 1.0

KING AIR 200 400 315 2.3 son - A4} 1-1
CESSNA 414 125 630 3.6 125 250 6.5

PIPER CHEYENNE 200 315 1.7 315 100 3.8

BARON 58P 400 630 1.6 250 400 2.0
CESSNA 210 800 1000 0.5

CESSNA 182 125 250 10.3

CESSNA 172 160 315 2.3

MERLIN 227AT 20 125 1.8

GULFSTREAM 900 160 315 8.7

DUCHESS 1000 800 0.5

ARCHER II 2000 2500 0.5

CESSNA 441 200 315 1.8 315 250 3.5

NAVAJO 350 125 400 2.7

BONANZA A-36 400 250 1.24

CESSNA 180 315 500 0.4 125 400 1.96
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TABLE 8.2

ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
FOR SELECTED

TEMPERATURES AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY

(dB/l000 ft.)

FREQUENCY (Hz) 77*F 70% 36*F 60 360F 95% 45F 30% 656F 50% 95*F 20% 95*F 90%

50 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

63 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

80 0.1 0.i 0.1 0.1 0.i - .2 0.2

100 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

125 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3

160 0-3 _2 0-2 _.2 n__ 2 n-1 _n_ _ _

200 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4

250 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5

315 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7

400 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.9

500 0.9 0.7 0.6 1. . II.

630 1.1 0.9 0.7 1.5 1.0 1.3 1.3

800 1.4 1.3 0.9 2.2 1.2 1.7 1.7

1000 1.8 1.9 1.3 3.1 .1.6 2.2 2.2

1250 2.2 2.7 1.7 4.3 2.0 2.7 2.7

1600 2.9 3.9 2.4 6.2 2.6 3,5 3.5

2000 3.6 5.6 3.4 8.5 3.4 4.7 4.4

2500 4.6 7.8 4.8 11.7 4.6 6.2 5.5

3150 5.9 11.1 7.0 16.4 6.3 8.6 7.3.

/Lnnn 7.A 14 N in_ ,, 1. 119 € 1

5000 8.7 19.0 12.2 24.3 10.9 14.7 10.4

6300 11.0 25.9 17.3 30.1 15.4 20.7 13.2

8000 14.9 36.6 25.0 37.4 22.7 30.5 17.2

10000 20.6 52.0 36.1 45.4 33.1 44.2 22.7
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9.0 Analysis of Duration Correction Procedures - Originally, the proposed

metric for evaluating takeoff noise was the Sound Exposure Level,

abbreviated SEL (symbol, Lg). This metric cousiders not only the intensity

but also the duration of the noise event. This section develops an

empirical approach to evaluating changes in SEL with changes in event

duration associated with non-reference testing. However, in light of recent

conclusions favoring the use of AIM rather than SEL for certification

purposes, this discussion can now be considered moot.

9.1 Establishing the Relationship Between lO-dB Duration Time and

Aircraft-to-Observer Distance - In order to develop this relationship it

was necessary to utilize takeoff data. In this flight condition it is

assumed that acoustical emission characteristics of the aircraft are

nominally the same as the aircraft passes over the two measurement locations.

As the two sites were separated by 3000 feet, the aircraft altitudes differed

significantly. Table 9.1 depicts the results of correlation analyses between

distance and duration. The high average correlation coefficient indicates

that a change in distance is accompanied by a proportional change in

duration. These results are consistent with theory and substantiate the

assumptions inherent in the ICAO Annex 16, Distance Duration Correction

Adjustment (A2) procedure.

9.2 Establishing an Empirical Relationship Between SEL, AL, and lO-dB

Duration Time - In order to investigate this relationship an empirical

formula was developed, LAF - LA + K(D) x log (T) and evaluated using

measurement data. For selected noise events the "duration constant"

41
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K(D) was determined. Table 9.2 is a summary of these results. As the

table shows, the values are consistently between 5.7 and 7.2 with the

overall average of 6.5. This suggests that the appropriate value should

be somewhere in this range. These results are generally consistent with

the findings of Reference 2 in which a nominal duration constant K(D)

of 7.0 was observed.

This similiarity of results has led to the decision to adopt a duration

constant of 7.0 as the appropriate value for duration corrections in

this study.

NOTE: It is worthwhile to note that on May 13, 1983, the ICAO

Comittee on Aircraft Noise formally endorsed a value of

7.5 as the duration correction constant for use in

aircraft noise certification and noise impact assessment.

9.3 Summary of Observations/Conclusion

a. Change in distance is proportional to change in 10-dB down

duration time.

b. LAE - LA + 7 log [Duration Time].

c. Duration Correction - 7 log [DUR 1
L DUR 24

d. Distance Duration Correction - 7 log r~i-t2J

e. Assuming that the same physics which govern change in duration

with change in distance apply to changes in velocity then the

expression &L = 7 log (where is testAE gT

speed and Vg(R) is reference ground speed) would be appropriate

for establishing the valocity duration correction adjustments.
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TABLE 9.1

C106-23 .859 3

PA-38 8-10 .5

KING AIR 200 8-31 .956 6

C-414 9-14 .946 6

BEECH 58-P 9-28 .963 2

R - .921
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TABLE 9.2

K(DUR) SUMMARY SHEET

AIRCRAFT TEST DATE AVG K(DUR) SAMPLE SIZE

CESSNA 170 6-23-82 7.04 10

Turbov ARROW 7-13-82 6.48 8
KING AIR 200 8-31-82 5.70 7
CESSNA 210 10-5-82 6.3 6

PIPER NAVAJO 10-20-82 7.2 6

AVG K(DUR) - 6.5

r

• 4 4
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10.0 Development of Propeller Tip Mach Number Correction Functions - This

section describes the procedures mployed in developing propeller tip Mach

Numbes corrections along with derived correction functions fornine test

aircraft.

When noise measurement tests are conducted under conditions other than those

specified as reference test conditions, corrections are required to account

for the resulting changes in the measured noise levels.

There are two categories of factors which significantly influence the noise

levels of small propeller-driven aircraft and give rise to the need for

corrections: 1) test flight procedures and 2) non-standard environmental

conditions.

10.1 Influences on Helical Tip Mach Number - Figure 10.1 shows a schematic

representative of the factors which influence helical tip Mach Number (MR)

and aircraft power. It is seen that in determining the MH of an aircraft,

one has to consider such influences as outside air temperature, propeller RPM,

and indicated airspeed (Vms).

I1A
In general terms, the higher the Mach Number, the higher the noise levels

produced. The following equations show the relationship of RPM, VIAS, and

air temperature in determining aircraft helical tip Mach Number.

(1) - (VR2 + VT2 )!/ 2  VT - V (kts.) x 1.689

c

(2) where V R Prop Dia. (in) x RPM
229.18

(3) c - 49.02 x (T*F + 459.67)1/2

While temperature is an environmental influence, RPM and airspeed are

influences governed by test flight procedures. It should be noted that usually

the contribution of VT (translational velocity) is small in determining the
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Mach Number, while the dominant components of Mach Number are the variables

VR (rotational velocity) and C (speed of sound). This shows that both test

flight procedures and environmental conditions can affect the noise levels

produced, due primarily to an increase or decrease in helical tip Mach Number.

10.2 Removing the Influence of Other Factors - To identify the variation of

noise level with Mach Number, the test program included a selected group of

flights for which power was held constant while the Mach Number was varied

by varying propeller RPM and airspeed.

The first step involves normalizing all variables within the data set except

the variable of interest This is accomplished by correcting the "As

Measured" metrics for spherical spreading, absorption, and duration differences

associated with deviations from a reference altitude of 500 ft.

The intensity metric, AL, was corrected for spherical spreading and

atmospheric absorption using the following equation:

LA - LA (As Measured) + 24 log ALTTALT R

where:

ALTT - measured test altitude.

ALTR a reference altitude (typically 500 ft).

The constant 24 accounts for spherical spreading and atmospheric absorption.

(NOTE: Uptn analysis of the test data, this constant was found to be

closer to the value of 22 as discussed in Section 7.0).

The energy metric, SEL, was corrected for spreading, absorption, distance-

duration and velocity-duration effects using the following equation:

LAE - LAE (As Measured) + 17 log ALTT + 7 log Y&
ALTw Vy

where: Vg - ground speed determined by radar or consideration of airspeed

from cockpit data logs along with radiosonde upper air wind data.
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Vy = speed for best rate of climb which is the reference speed for a takeoff

operation.

The constant 17 accounts for spreading, absorption and distance-duration and

the constant 7 accounts for velocity-duration.

10.3 Determination of Noise Level - NH Relationships - At this point the

noise levels have been corrected for all influences except aircraft Mach

Number and power setting.

It was assumed that Mach Number is related to noise level in either a linear or

logarithmic fashion. The following relationships provide the appropriate

mathematical models used in regression analyses.

LA  K(M) log (1H ) + b or LA K(1)A x (NH) + b

LA -K(M) log (MH ) + b LAE ()s x CN) + b

where K(M)A and K(M)S represent the slopes and b represents the

y-intercepts of the relationships. Each equation is developed for a specific
i power setting, and airspeed, depicting variation of noise levels with Mach

Number.

The constants K(M)A and K(M)S are used in the following manner to correct for

influence of mH variation on noise levels.

L L + K(4)A log

Aam Ac A T

LAEcm w LAEc + K(M) S log (T)

where LAc and LAEc are the "as-measured" noise metrics corrected for distance

and duration. The subscription "cm" refers to distance and duration

corrected as well as Mach Number corrected noise levels.
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10.4 Noise-Mach Number Relationships - Table 10-1 represents the results

of regression analyses relating AL to the Base 10 logarithm of helical

tip Mach Number. The correlation coefficient is displayed along with the

equation for the line of regression, percent power (for the sample population)

and MN range. Table 10-2 provides the corresponding results for linear

regression analyses of AL versus Mach Number.

Table 10-3 and 10-4 present comparable analyses for the SEL metric.

10.5 Discussion - The first, and most obvious conclusion is that a

negligible difference exists between results of linear and log-linear

regression of noise level versus Mach Number. Further, results suggest

that no single function can be universally applied. It is observed that

functions for the aircraft tested lie between 20 log 14H and 150 log MH.

However, the method of application as a correction function minimizes the

net difference in correction value: MH 'lorr. - k log (MH ref/MH test).
For a,- ratio of 1.001, (0.1 percent) the difference between 20 log

(m ratio) and 150 log (H ratio) is only .05 dB. For a 1 percent racio

the difference increases to .56 dB and for a 10 percent ratio the difference

becomes 5.4 dB. In conducting a noise certification test in accordance with

acceptable window limits it would be possible to arrive at a 1.4 percent

deviation in due to low/high temperature andi/or RPM deviations.

"R1
In the absence of suitable level flyover data from which to derive a

unique N function it may be reasonable (in a conservative sense) to

permit correction using the most sensitive function, 150 log 'MH when

Mtestis less~ than ref. This will relieve the applicant from the
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burden of additional testing and analysis, while providing motivation

to be on target with performance parameters. Any deviations from reference

MH due to test temperature variation higher than reference temperature

can also be accounted for using the 150 log Mdrelationship. Additional

testing should be required to derive a unique MH function for a particular

aircraft when the test MH is higher than reference MH as would occur in

the case of low temperature testing,
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11.0 Development of Engine Power Correction Functions - This section

describes the analytical procedures employed in developing engine power

corrections along with the correction values derived for test aircraft.

11.1 Influences on Engine Power - Aircraft power level is another performance

parameter that can have a significant contribution in determining aircraft

noise levels. In Figure 10.2 we see that power is a function of temperature,

barometric pressure and engine manifold pressure (or torque).

Temperature and barometric pressure fall into Category 2 (environmental

conditions) influencing (thermodynamically) the internal combustion ]

process. Engine manifold pressure (or torque) setting can be placed in

Category 1, affected by test procedures.

Horsepower is related to temperature as follows:.460 + 59"
H.P. 1460 + T°F

This equation provides approximately one percent correction for each

10*F variation from 59*F.

In the case of pressure/density effects, a simplified but reasonable

approach is to assume that horsepower changes are directly related to

changes in density ratio (pressure ratio).

The values can be obtained from typical standard atmosphere tables.

11.2 Analytical Methodology - Two different schemes were employed (as

required) in developing Power Correction relationships: 1) using data

runs that have the same Mach Number, a constant is derived which relates

the change in AL to the log of the power ratio; 2) when two constant-power,

noise versus log (M) functions overlap, a common Mach Number was evaluated

and the change in AL was determined, from which the power correction constant

was derived. These two methods are shown in the following example.
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Example (Power correction constant deterMInation)

Mithod 1: Dta with same Ifch No.

Data

752pwr 50pur

LAC -M dB LAC "l dB

LABC " AECJ

V& a 166.4 aph V- 139.7 mph i

A LA - LA t75 -LA 501 "-(P)A log PI

- 85.4 - 82.3 - K(P)A lo8 75Z

K()A - 17.60

In the case of SEL ve must make certain that vs consider the effects ofvelocity on the noise levels, at two different power settings. Therefore,ve will normalsze the SEL at 501 to the ground speed of the 75Z power
level, as follovs:

SEL(50Z normalized to 751 pvr VS) _IL AEC5Ol + 7 log 139.7

- 869 + (-.53)

- 66.4

Then proceed as above

ALA LAE 7 5Z - LAE5Onorm k(P) 8 lg P1

88.4 - 86.4 - K(P)S log 75%

Z(~ - 11.4

M0M: Vg above i8 the average ground speed for the runs used In the
analysis at the particular power setting.
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Method 2: Identify two constant power (noise versus log M) functions
96re tW Mach numbers are tim ame.

Data

892 power V& - 170.5 mph

LA - 148.87 log (H) + 95.64

LA - 122.17 log (ft) + 97.67

75% pwr V& - 156.3 aph Comon
I-NS-thumber - .83

LA - 85.82 log (MR) + 89.16

LA - 43.93 log (MR) + 89.13

Substitute the comon Mach 1umber into each of the above equations and
solving yields:

892 pwr 752 pwr

A  83.6 LA  - 82.2

L -. 87.8 LAE - 85.9

Hence now we can derive a pser correction constant for AL as in
Method 1, as follows:

&LA - LA 89% - LA 75% - K(P)A log PI

83.6 - 82.2 - K(P)A log (89/75)

K(P)A - 18.8

Again as in Method 1 in correction SEL for power differences, te effects
of velocity on the noise levels at different power settings muet
considered. Hence, normalize the 892 SEL down to the 752 pwr setting 30
follows:

V- 156.3

- 87.8 + .26 -88.1
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Then we proceed to calculate a correction constant for SEL as before.

AE A -89%nor - A l% K( log(Pl)

88.1 85.9 K(P) log7.8
S]

K(P) - 29.6

The resulting power correction equations are as follows:

LAF - LA + K(P) log 1

LAEC LAEmc + [(P) S log

where P1 is the actual test power. I
11.3 Results - Tables 11-1 and 11-2 show the derived relationships between

AL (and SEL) and the base ten logarithm of the power ratios respectively

for 7 of the 9 aircraft tested. The reference MH and power ratio are

identified for each equation. In the case of the Cessna 170 and the

Piper PA-38 (fixed pitch propeller) the power and MH vary simultaneously,

thus a single relationship is adequate, reflcting both of these influences

(see Section 10.0).

11.4 Discussion - In the case of K(P)1 power correction constants, once

again there is a wide range of values. The range 1.5 to 39.3 has a central

: tendency toward a value of 17. The method of deriving these values isacutely sensitive to the measured and corrected difference in sound levels

between the two power settings. Thus a 0.6 dB change in the difference

between noise levils for two different powers (i.e., 1.2 dB rather than

1.8 dD) can rerult in a difference in K(P) of nearly 8 for a power ratio

of (90/75):

22.7 a 1.8/log (90/75)

15.2 a 1.2/log (90/75)
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Viewed within this experimental context, the variation in K(P) is

better understood.

While this analysis is by no means definitive, the selection of the average

observed K(P)A, - 17 is proposed as an interim factor to be used

in adjusting for non-reference engine power. The constant is recommended

as applicable to all engine/exhaust combinations.
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12.0 Fully Corrected Takeoff Noise Data and a Description of the

Correction Process - Fully corrected takeoff noise levels are presented

in Table 12-1 for both SEL and ALM computed for the 18 GA aircraft

participating in the aircraft noise measurement program. The 90 percent

confidence interval is also displayed for each aircraft along with

sample size. All noise levels have been corrected to account for

nonreference altitude, velocity, Mach Number and power associated with

actual takeoff operations.

12.1 The Need for Corrections - When noise measurement tests are conducted

under conditions outside those specified as reference test conditions

corrections are required to account for the resulting influence on the

measured noise level.

12.2 Reference Test Conditions - The measured noise data obtained during

the noise measurement tests conducted by the FAA in the summer and fall

of 1982 were corrected to the following reference atmospheric conditions;

a. sea level atmospheric pressure of 1013.24 hPa (1013.25),

b. ambient air temperature of 15*C(ISA),

c. relative humidity of 70 percent; and

d. zero wind.

Note: The acoustic reference day conditions are the same as the airplane

reference flight conditions except that the ambient air temperature

shall be 25*C (ISA + 10C).

12.3 Reference Test Parameters - In addition to these "primary" reference

conditions it was necessary to compute three test parameter reference values,

based on the reference atmospheric conditions.
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TABLE 12-1

FULLY CORRECTED TAKEOFF NOISE LEVEL

AIRCRAFT MGTOW SELfc 901 C.I. N ALM fc 90% C.I. N

C-180 2800 87.5 0.7 5 78.7 .6 5

C-."70 2000 80.5 1.2 5 71.8 1.8 5

PA-28 2900 82.6 0.7 10 76.5 .9 10

PA-38 1680 80.0 0.5 5 69.9 0.8 5

KING AIR 12,500 86.0 0.5 7 80.0 .8 7

PA-42 11,200 87.1 0.7 6 81.1 .7 6

C-414 6750 88.6 1.1 6 82.4 1.1 6

B58-P 6200 91.0 .4 7 84.8 .5 7

C-210 3800 96.5 0.9 6 92.C 1.1 6

C-182 3100 80.4 1.1 6 72.4 .2 6

C-172 2300 83.0 0.3 6 74.1 .5 6

MERLIN 14,500 85.3 0.3 6 80.6 .5 6

COMMANDER 90C 10,700 79.3 0.5 6 70.9 .6 6

DUCHESS 3900 91.6 0.4 7 84.5 .5 7

ARCHER 2550 87.3 0.7 6 78.5 .9 6

BONANZA 3400 93.2 0.3 7 87.3 .5 6

NAVAJO 7000 94.1 0.3 7 87.9 .5 7

C-425 8200 80.7 0.6 7 72.7 .5 7
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1. Speed of Sound - The reference speed of sound (c) used to compute

the reference Mach No. was computed using the formula (T*F + 459.67)1/2 x

49.02. The reference temperature of 59"F yields the value for c of

1116.4 feet per second

2. Reference Helical Tip Mach Number - The reference helical tip Mach

Number for each aircraft was computed using the specified propeller diameter

and rpm along with the manufacturers specification of speed for best

rate of climb (Vy) at sea level and at 59*F.

3. Reference Altitude - The reference altitude was computed for

8200 ft. (2500m) from brake release point (BRP) using the formula

(50 + (8200 - D50 ) x Tan 0). The distance to reach 50 ft. in altitude

050o) was obtained from the manufacturer's specification for each aircraft

tested. In each case, the climb angle 0 was computed using the reference

value for Vy and best rate of climb specified in the pilot operating handbook.

12.4 Corrections Involving Deviations from Reference Altitude. Initially, I

it is helpful to define three terms intimately involved and sometimes

confused in considering position deviations.

Closest Point of
Approach (CPA) : The distance where a 90-degree angle exists between

the aircraft flight path and a ray between the

aircraft and the microphone.

Slant Range (SR): The distance between the aircraft and the microphone

at the time maximum noise level is recorded

Altitude (ALT) : The distance between the aircraft and the microphone

at the point where the aircraft is directly overhead

(assuming no lateral deviation).

For the test conducted in the FAA noise measurement program, the "as

measured" noise values were corrected for spherical spreading, atsorption

and distance duration using altitude position data as opposed to CPA or

Slant Range.
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This procedure may be considered a "simplified" method. Prior to using

this technique, a careful evaluation was conducted of previous FAA propeller

driven aircraft noise tests. It was observed that the CPA, SR, and ALT

distances were so close that, from a practicable standpoint, any one of the

three could be used as shown in the following synopsis.

A similar trend was also noted in a French technical report abstracted

below.

"%asured DeBruit Prodvit Par Les Avions Leers AV Decollape"

Rapport D'eTude No. 283.

This report compares slant range and altitude position correction using

the following formulas:

a. -21 ' 20 log H/H ref where: H - altitude

b. s$22 20 log AB/ABref where: AB - slant range

S2 1 - $ results in a mean average of 0.02 dB which suggests

that there is no significant difference between the two methods. I

Report AEE-80-26 "Noise Levels and Data Correction Analysis for Seven

General Aviation Propeller Aircraft" - Tracking data were presented in

this report in terms of the average "Acoustical Angle" or angle associated

with the emission of AIM. Table 12-2 lists the aircraft tested, number

of samples, and the mean and standard deviation of the acoustical angle. The

distance from brake release is also provided. The individual mean acoustical

angles range from 700 - 119* with an aggregate average of 88.1. This

translates to an average acoustical error of less than one tenth of a decibel.
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12.5 Atmospheric Absorption and Spherical Spread tn - In this report,

takeoff noise data were corrected for the effects of absorption and

spreading by using a simplified technique. The analysis prisented in

Section 8.0 shown that the simplified technique is a reasonable correction

methodology. The simplified method consists of the formula

AAL - 24 log (ALTT/ALTR), which was derived from previous studies of

noise propagation characteristics.

12.6 Mach Number Corrections - Level Flyover data were used to derive

the Mach Number Correction constants K(M)5 mad K(M)A for SEL and AL

respectively for use in the following equation AdB - K log (%(R)f(T)) The

methodologies used in deriving these formulas (see Table 10.1 and 10.3) are

discussed in Section 11.2. The results suggest that in order for the

correction to be accurate the formula should be derived for each aircraft

under study.

12.7 Power Corrections - The as measured noise levels AL (AL ) and

SEL (SEL.), require a power correction (P-Corr) to account for the

differential influences which accompany aircraft power variations due to

nonreference environmental and test flight procedures. The first step in

computing this correction is to compute the test day power. The formula

used to compute the test day power (Xpwr) is given as follows:

Percent Power [0 xV 460 + 5'- -.2

Tl0TE: The 2% is the power loss computed for the average altitude of 1000 ft

AGL. This lose is not applicable to aircraft with a turboprop or a

turbocharged engine.

The computed value is then substituted in the formula:
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P-Corr - K(P)A log (100/%Pvr)

P-Corr - K(P) S log (100/ZPr)

where: K(P)A and K(P)S are the constants derived from the formulas

developed using level flyover data (see Table 11.1 and 11.2).

12.8 Distance - Duration Correction - The distance-duration correction

accounts for the change in noise levels due to deviation of aircraft test

altitude from reference altitude. The theoretical formula for this

correction is 4dB - 10 lop (ALTR/ALTT). However, after extensive analysis,

it was observed that the empirical formula AdB - 7 log (ALTR/ALTT) more

accurately a,..cc.nts for the effects of a change in duration with a change in

distance as dis A in Section 9.2. When this empirical formula is combined

with the formula 4dB - 24 log (ALTT/ALTR) the equation AdB - 17 log (ALTT/ALTR)

is developed. This formula is used to correct the as-measured SEL value for

spherical spreading, atmospheric absorption and distance-duration due to

nonstandard environmental conditions and nonreference test flight procedures.

12.9 Aelocity - Duration Correction - The theoretical equation utilized to

correct for the difference in the test ground speed (Vg) and the speed for

best rate of climb (Vy) is: AdB - 10 log (Vg/Vy). However, the formula

AdB - 7 log (Vg/Vy) was used because the assumption was made that the same

phenomena which govern a change in duration with a change in distance apply

to a change in duration with a change in velocity. This concept is discussed

in greater detail in Section 9.3.

12.10 Fully Corrected AL and SEL Equations - All the correction procedures

discussed in previous sectio.s are brought together to comprise the fully
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corrected AL (ALf ) equation.

LAf c - LAm + 24 log (ALTR/ALT T ) + ach Corr + P-Corr

The energy average metric SEL requires the same corrections as the

intensity metric AL with the addition of (1) distance-duration and

(2) velocity-duration corrections.

LAEfc LAEam+ 17 log(ALTR/ALTT) + 7 log (Vg/Vy) + Mach Corr + P-Corr
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13.0 Correlation Between SEL and AL - The purpose of this analysis is

to examine the correlation between the intensity metric AL and the energy

dose metric SEL, using fully corrected takeoff noise levels.

13.1 Regression Analysis Results - A linear regression of SEL vs ALM was

performed (see Figure 13.1) which provided a R' (coefficient of determination)

of .96 for the following relation:

L -. 81x(L )+ 22.26

This provides the important capability (for test conditions with altitudes

in the range of 4000 to 1600 ft and velocities in the range of 64 to 132 kts)

to accurately estimate SEL from measured AIM noise level, and conversely

AIM from measured SEL.

13.2 Discussion - Previous discussions within International Civil

Aeronautical Organization indicated a preference for an energy-based noise

evaluation measure for the proposed takeoff procedure, specifically the

A-Weighted Sound Exposure Level, SEL. However, in light of the findings cited

above it may be appropriate to consider use of maximum AL (AIM) which is a

substantially simpler and more direct metric to acquire. Advantages of

using the intensity (ALM) metric include:

a. there is no need for tracking information, which is required

to measure ground speed;

b. measurement instrumentation is far less sophisticated;

c. corrections for off-reference test conditions are simpler

and less time-consuming; and

d. fewer corrections are required.
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Inasmuch as the two Uoi8e evaluation measures are highly correlated, so 'that either can be confidently determined from the other, and the observed
90Z confidence intervals for the measured values of ALM were somewhat
less tb .03e for SEL in our tests (contrary to previous intuition),

it s rcomendd tat heA-weighted maximum sou.nd level, ALM, be usedas the noise evaluation measure for any.,.new takeoff noise certification

procedure.
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14.0 Suiar, of Other Available Noise Level Data Acquired Using the

Proposed Certification Takeoff Noise Test - This section provides a

sumnary of results obtained from recent noise test programs conducted

in Europe. British, German and French authorities vere involved in

assessing the proposed takeoff noise certification format. These data

are presented here in order to expand the population of aircraft used in

assessing the implications of the proposed revision, Table 14.1 presents

!! pertinent information available from each report.

!A
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15.0 GA Regression Analysis - The purpose of this analysis is to

determine if there exists a well defined relationship between aircraft

noise levels, SEL and AIM, and the base 10 logarithm of gross weight.

To examine this hypothesis numerous linear and logarithmic regression

analyses were performed for four different populations: 1) single

engine pistons, 2) twin engine pistons, 3) twin engine turboprops and

4) all the aircraft tested.

Table 15-1 shows the results of this analysis for FAA data only.

f Figuresl5.1 and 15.2 provide scatter plots of the noise metrics SEL and AI4

versus the logarithm of maximum gross takeoff weight (MGTOW) for the

various aircraft types.

Table 15-2 shows the results of this analysis with each population increased

using data (M only) available from French, German, and British sources,

referenced 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 respectively.

It is seen in Tables 15-1 and 15-2 that this hypothesis seems somewhat

reliable for single engine piston aircraft, since Table 15-1 shows

2an R (coefficient of determination) of 0.65 and 0.55 for the metrics

ALM and SEL respectively, and Table 15-2 shows an r of 0.47 for the

increased single engine piston population for the metric ALM.

In viewing the results of this analysis for the remaining populations,

twin engine pistons, twin engine turboprops and the grouped population,

2it is evident from the low values of R (coefficient of determination)

that there is very little correlation between the noise metrics AIM and SEL
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and the base 10 logarithm of gross weight.

While a dependency is evident, it is clear that other factors such as

propeller tip Mach Number and engine exhaust configuration play prominent

roles in establishing noise levels. Nevertheless the concept of

regulating noise level as a function of weight remains viable as a

means for balancing increased productivity (weight) versus increased

allowable noise level.

A

716
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AJR VERSUS GROSS WEIGTr

REGRESSION ANALYSIS I
FAA DATA

LINEAR LOGARITHMIC
SINGLE TWIN TWIN TURBO SINGLE TWIN TWIN TURBO

-4
SLOPE 0.01 3.2xO: 0.0 53.06 3.52 37.22

INTERICEPT 52.63 82.97 60.31 -103.73 71.64 -72.70

a2  .71 .04 0.49 .65 0.03 .49

R .84 .20 O.J7 .81 0.18 .70

SAMPLE 9 4 5 9 4 5

TABLE 1b-1

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ALM VERSUS GROSS WEIGHT

FAA, FRENCH, GERMAN, BRITISH

SINGLE TWIN TWIN TURBO SI1GLE TWIN TWIN TURBO

SLOPE 0.01 -4.4xlO 4.18xlO 33.26 -7.11 12.82

INTERCEPT 60.54 84.98 72.72 -36.09 109.14 25.53

R2  0.55 0.03 0.04 0.47 0.03 0.05

R .74 0.16 0.20 0.69 0.10 0.23

SAMPLE 17 8 8 17 8 8

TABLE 15-2
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F

16.0 Equal Strinlency AnZalsis - The purpose of this analysis is to

examine how the rank-ordering of aircraft already certificated using

FAR 36 Appendix F, would be affected if the proposed revision of ICAO

Annex 16 is adopted using a takeoff procedure.

The first number indicates the rank ordering using takeoff AIM and the

second number represents the rank ordering using their PAR 36 certificated

ALM levels. As this figure shows, there would be some change in the

ranking of aircraft. This difference is accounted for in part by the

fact that the FAR 36 ALM levels were obtained using level flyover data

corrected for takeoff performance, whereas the levels for the takeoff

procedures were obtained for actual takeoff operations. The remaining

differences likely reflect intrinsic differences between acoustical emission

characteristics for the level flyover and takeoff flight regimes. The

maximum change in pattern is seven places as exhibited by the King Air, end

the average change in position is 2.3 for this population.

A linear and logarithmic regression analysis was performed for this

population yielding equations of the formula:

Linear

App F Lm - 0.47 (Takeoff LAM) + 37.22

with R (coefficient of determination) - .66 for a sample of 17 GA Aircraft.

Logarithmic

App F LAM - 85.96 log (Takeoff L.) - 88.97

with R2 (coefficient of determination)- .66 for a sample of 17 GA Aircraft.
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Camclusiomg: ThT relationship between V A 36 Appendix F AIM versus
takeoff h3 yields a respectable coefficient of determination R2 of
.6 for both lnar and logaritheic regression analyses. This finding
coupled with the fact that the average deviation in rank ordering in
about 2 positious seen to suggest that certification using takeoff AIM
noise levels would be rouhly equValent to certification using level
flyover AIX corrected for performance.
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17.0 Noise Certification "Test Windows" - One of the objectives of the

1982 FAA General Aviation Noise Test program was to assess the impact

of deviations from prescribed reference conditions. Another objective

was to develop a logical structure of permissible deviations from

reference test conditions, while quantifying the degree of confidence

associated with any given correction procedure. The confidence one

places in the correction procedure often plays a prominent role in defining

boundaries of the "Test Window".

17.1 Deviations from Reference Flight Path - The subject of flight path

deviations logically divides into separate discussions of vertical

deviations and horizontal deviations.

17.1-2 Vertical Deviations - At the outset it is useful to review the
probable causes associated with a vertical deviation from the reference j
takeoff flighc path:

1. head wind (aloft)

2. nor-standard day temperatuzes

3. non-reference weight

4. improper airspeed (not Vy)

5. high altitude testing

A second useful background tool is the concept of "correction ratio",

defined herein as the ratio of the test altitude divided by the reference

altitude. In Figure 17.1, the correction ratio is shown along the abscissa

and corresponding decibel correction to ALM using the relationship

A - 22 log (Corr. Ratio). Using this figure one can select any given

allowable correction value in decibels and compute the allowable deviation

above and below the reference altitude (note the asymmetry). While this

particular figure has been developed for 22 log (Corr. Ratio), a similar

graph can be made for any other propagation constant.
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Fov the purpose of this discussion let us assume 1000' is the reference

altitude (ALT...). For a 3 dB limit on the correction ratio we would

allow a test window of 1368 feet to 730 feet, permitting 368 feet above

or 270 feet below refereuce altitude.

Another useful perspective is gained by examining the performance of the

18 aircraft in the FAA 1982 test program. Table 17-1 shows that in many

cases (12 of 18) the correction ratios lie within the nominal 3 dB ratio

limits of 0.7 and 1.4. In a number of cases an unusually high correction

ratio is observed, generally associated with winds aloft and/or light

weight. From the data in Table I, it appears that, barring anomalous or

incorrect testing conditions, a correction ratio window of 0.7 to 1.4 on

vertical deviation is realistic and easily attainable.

The correction for non-standard altitude can be constrained (for reasons

associated with the observed ability of piLots to perform), within the

correction ratio range of 0.7 and 1.4. The limiting factor in this case

does not appear to be the correction algorithm itself. In fact

the 90% confidence Interval on the ase of K(A) - 21,

LAN - K(A) log (d1 /d 2 )

Is less than 0.5 dB.

17.1-2 :ateral Deviation - In the case of lateral deviation from

reference ground track,one usually thinks in terms of degrees from zenith.

In the case of a 1000-foot reference altitude we, observe the following

lateral deviations as a function of deviation angle(s):
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Deviation Angle Later1 Deviation

_ (Degrees) (Tan 0 x 1000). Feet

5 88

10 176

15 268

20 364

25 466

30 577

As a practical matte. it was reported by pilots participating in the test

that maintaining the reference heading was difficult due to their inability

to see the ground while in the climbout flight regime. Typically each

pilot would make practice flights until receiving radio confirmation from

ground observers verifying the proper flight track. The pilot would then

fly that compass heading for subsequent takeoff events. After having found

the right compass heading, pilots typically deviated no more than +10 degrees

from the zenith.

In establishing a boundary on lateral deviation, it is necessary to

consider the effects of exhaust shielding and source directivity. As

these effects are largely unquantified and differ from one aircraft to the

next, it is deemed inappropriate to allow any unnecessary latitude in this

parameter. These concerns, coupled with the known ability to fly repeatedly

within +10 degrees, leads one to the conclusion that 10 degrees be

prescribed as the maximum allowable lateral deviation angle.
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17.2 Deviations from Reference Airspeed -Maintainiag the proper airspeed

is one of the most important aspects of the test procedure. Improper

airspeed generally results in both a velocity duration correction and the

need for an altitude adjustmeut. The airspeed is a paramter totally

within the control of the pilot and governed by visual resolution of the

instrument reading. Adherence of pilots participating In the PAK test

was, in every case, within 5 kta of the reference airspeed, (a** Table 17-2).

In view of observed pilot-performance, a limitation of ±5 kts is

recommended as an appropriate test window.
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17.3 Deviations from Reference Ilical Tip Nch Muber - The test helical
tip "Ach nuaber (ma(T)i -y be wn-reference due to ay of the
following tf luenoe -

1. non-standard day temperature

2. improper air speed (very minor influence)

3. Improper test RPN

First, consider temperature effects, probably the greatest potential cause
of off-reference 11. A few useful facts are provided below:

- Speed of Sound at 59F - 1116 feet per second

Speed of Sound at 95OF a 1154 feet per second

Speed of Sound at 36F - 1091 feet per second

- MH(95) - 0.967 NR(59), 3.31 above reference

- KH(36) a 1.023 MR(S9), 2.32 below reference

-. - K log MT dB

K is approximated as equal to 150

For a 36OF test daysone would need to subtract 3.2 dl from the umeasured
data to arrive at a reference sound level, assuming A - 150 lot
( 4i(R)/H(T))- Conversely a value of 2.2 dl should be
added to measured data on a 950F day, using the ese assumptions.

It is clear, that an arbitrary limit on the correction valuq in decibels
will impose a restriction on the allowable test temperature window. This
poses quite a predicament as the confidence associated with amy generic
correction function is generally very low. That is to say, a unique
correction function appears necessary for each Individual aircraft. This
would, of course require a significantly greater amount of testing for
each aircraft. In order to avoid or reduce the additional testing burden
it may be feasible to establish the following schee:

1. No limit on test temperature related N1 corrections

2. If the test temperature is greater than 59OF then A - 150
logNH )/mH(T) may be used to correct.

3. If the test temperature is less than 590F then a separate, ad
Independent correction function mast be developed.
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A comparison is shown in Table 17-3 between test and reference for the

aircraft participating In the 1982 FAA test. It is observed that in moat

cases the (K(/(l ,)) ratio is very close to 1.0. On tho average there

Is less than a 1 percent error, primarily due to warmer than standard day

temperatures.
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18.0 Evaluation of Aircraft Position Determination Systems - Three

position determination systems were evaluated in the course of the

measurement program. The first system was a 9.1 GH& primary radar unit

which continuously tracked the test aircraft. The second system was a

surveyors transit, set up perpendicular to the ground track at a distance

of approximately 1500 feet .pposite the microphone location. The third

system involved a 35 millimeter SLR camera using slide film situated at

the primary takeoff measurement location. While no great rqvelations

were uncovered in comparing the three systems, a number of observations may

be useful:

1. The photographic system using slide projections was remarkably

accurate and easy to use.

2. Although the transit system is potentially prone to large operator

error, with practice it constitutes an acceptable method for

determining altitude. The transit operator also has the advantage

of being able to calculate the altitude imediately.

3. The radar system, the only system capable of providing aircraft

ground speed as one might expect, involves considerable expertise

to operate and maintain.

Based on the above observations and the comparison of performance provided

in Table 18-1 we arrive at the following recommendations:

1. The photographic system is recommended as the primary measurement

tool. This recommendation is consistent with selection of the

AL14 metric which does not require consideration of ground speed

corrections.

2. The transit method of position determination may be permitted,

with certain cautions spelled out in regard to operator proficiency.
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TABLE !-1

MEASUREX(ENT SYSTEV COMPARISON

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

TR&NSIT Inexpensive Not capable of obtaining
velocity and time data.

Easily portable Prone to large error in
the hands of a novice

Reasonable accuracy
when used by a

trained operator

RADAR SYSTEM Capable of obtaining Expensive, complex, requires
ground speed and lengthy learning process,
complete flight path requires external power supply,
characteristics, involved data reduction process
Capable of generating including software development.
REAL TIME position1
feed back data

PHOTOGRAPHIC Inexpensive, easily Not capable of obtaining.4
SYSTEM portable, accurate velocity data.
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Appendix A: Takeoff Noise Data

This appendix contains as measured noise data along with other pertinent
information used in arriving at fully corrected takeoff noise levels.

Abbreviations used in Appendix A

RPM: Propeller RPM (revolutions per minute)

MH1 Helical Tip Mach Number

GS: Ground Speed expressed in knots

ALTT: Observed Test Altitude (Above Ground Level)

SEL am As measured Sound Exposure Level

ALT : Correction to reference altitude
Corr

Vcorr: Correction to reference Velocity

Hcorr: Correction to reference Mach Number

P Correction to referenee Powercorr

SELfc Fully corrected Sound Exposure Level j
AL : As Measured A-weighted Sound Level

ALf: Fully Corrected A-weighted Sound Levelfc'
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TAKEOFF DATA
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Appendix B: Level ?lyover Nnise Data

This appendix contains as measured noise data along vith. other pertinent
information used in arriving at fully corrected level flyover noise levels.

Abbreviations used in Appendix B

F
RPM: Propeller RPM (revolutions per minute)

GS: Ground Speed expressed in knots

IAS: Indicated Air Speed expressed in knots

MiH" Helical Tip Mach Number

ALT T: Test Altitude (AGL)

AL am: As Measured A-weighted Sound Level

ALfc: Fully corrected A-weighted Sound Level
f.1

SEL: As measured Sound Exposure Levelam

SEL f: Fully corrected A-weighted Sound Level
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Appendix C: Cockpit Data

This appendix contains various cockpit instrumsntation readings logged

by a cockpit observer. The readings were ligged when the aircraft was

approximately over the prime site. Due to the difficulty in seeing the

ground from the cockpit during the takeoff operation, it was hard to

determine when the aircraft was in fact directly over the site. This

will account for the difference between test altitude (ALTT  listed in

Appendices A and B and the altitude listed in Appendix C.
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Appendix D: Meteorological Data

Surface

Surface temperature, relative humidity, and wind data were acquired in

t:he vicinity of the noise measurement array during each test.

Upper Air

On certain test days upper air meteorological data were reported as

available from th. National Weather Service Radiosonde Launch facility

at nearby Sterling Park, Virginia (approx 3 miles away).
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Appendix I

CESSNA 210 Supplemental Noise Measurements

Introduction - In order to obtain additional data on the relationship

between level flyover and takeoff noise levels, additional noise measuresents

were, conducted with a Cessna Model 210 at Dulles International Airport

on June 28, 1983.

A specific objective was to obtain data an the effect of angle of attach

on noise levels. The san Coesna 210, N6333C, that was used in FAA takeoffI
measurements during 1982, was flown to provide a direct comparison with

the earlier measurments. (see Table 1.1 and Table 1.2).I

The noise measurements were conducted over a two-position array separated

by 492 feet under the flight path.

The noiae measurement systems were identical to the systems used in the

test of June 1982.

Following the noise measuremet flights, the tachometer was removed from

I the airplane for calibration. It was determined that the tachometer readings

are approximately 180 RPM less than the true RPM's and the data were corrected

accordingly.

Sumary - The following comwnts summirize analysis of the data for the

Cessna Model 210:

a. takeoff noise level at usxlmm continuous power 85.6dIA max

b. change in noise level with helical tip Mach Number (W.) over a

M. range of 0.77 to 0.91; d3A - 98.7 + 226 log (M.)

c. there was no statistically significant change in noise level with

engine power over a power range of 681 to 982



d. the noise level at 98 engine power varied linearly with airspeed

from 84.4 dBA in level flight at 150 kts true airspeed to 85.6 dBA

in climbing flight at 100 kts TAS, normalized to the reference

altitude of 640 feet.

Test Operations

Thirty-one flights were conducted over the measurement sites on a magnetic

heading of approximately 300*. Seven different takeoff pover-airspeed

combinations were flown and flight path intercepts were used on these

flights. Seven different power RPM combinations were flown in level flight.

All flights were targeted for an altitude of 640 feet AGL over the primary

site. All but two flights were within 20Z of the target altitude and the

average of all of the flights was 23 feet above the target altitude.

Weather conditions during the test period were close to a standard acoustic

day. The wind was less than 2 knots; the temperature 82"F to 84"F; and the

relaLive humidity 75Z to 80Z.

Tachometer Calibration - Following the noise measurement flights, the

tachometer was removed from the airplane and calibrated. It was deterined

that the Lachometer readings are approximatel 180 RPM less than the actual

RPM's over the test range.

Results - Corrected data for the 31 events are listed in the Table. The

noise level data are corrected to a reference altitude of 640 feet using the

expression 22 log (Altitude/640). The true airspeed listed for the level

flyover is the true airspeed over the prim ry Site 1. Due to flight pattern

constraints, the aircraft was accelerating over the sites during the level

flyovers. Speeds over Site 2 were not recorded but are estimated to be on

__
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the order of 10 knots faster for the level flyovers. Speed was stabilized

for the takeoff tests.

Linear regressions of the data were calculated with the following results:

Takeoff using 982 pover: dBA - 92.67 - 0.02399 (TAS in knots)

Takeoff using 871 power: dIA - 90.03 - 0.04481 (TAS in knots)

For the level flyover data:

dBA - 15.97 + 115.9

d A - 98.70 + 225.9 log MR

Quadratic regressions were evaluated and provided very similar correlations.

There was no significant change in noise level with engine power over the

range measured.

Using the linear regressions, the data was corrected to the reference takeoff

conditions, resulting in:

Takeoff noise level at maximum continuous power 85.6 dBA max



TABLI 9-1

TAKEO"P

TR- LAM (CORRECTED TO 640 ft)
JtPED PRIMARY

EVENT RPM Z PWR KTS MR SITE 1 SITE 2

Al 2880 98Z 103 .896 90.1 86.4

A2 2880 98Z 103 .896 90.2 89.4

A3 2880 98Z 103 .896 91.7 89.5

A4 2880 98Z 103 .896 92.6 88.4

C5 2880 95Z 84 .892 93.0 90.3

C6 2880 98Z 82 .891 90.8 90.3

D7 2880 981 92 .894 93.6 89.1

D8 2880 981 92 .894 91.9 89.1

E9 2880 981 113 .899 91.6 88.0

Eo 2880 981 '13 .899 91.2 88.4

Fil 2880 98% 133 .905 89.6 88.4

F12 2880 98Z 133 .905 88.2 89.3

B13 2770 87% 82 .858 86.9 85.4

B14 2770 871 82 .858 87.0 84.8

B15 2770 871 103 .863 87.3 83.6

B16 2770 871 103 .863 87.5 85.2

~*., 
.. ! -



TABLE E-2

LEVEL FLOVER

TRUE A14 (CORRECTED TO 640 ft)
AIRSPEED PRIMARY

EVENT RPM % PWR KTSM SITE 1 SITE 2

Gi7 2880 98% 149 .910 83.1 89.5

G18 2880 98% 149 .910 90.2 88.0

G19 2880 98% 149 .910 88.7 90.1

G20 2880 98% 149 .910 89.0 8%.7

G21 2880 98% 151 .911 89.8 90.3

G22 2880 98% 154 .912 88.7 89.4

H23 2710 85% 146 .859 84.4 82.3

H124 2710 85% 146 .859 84.7 81.9J

125 2830 84% 133 .890 90.2 86.5

126 2830 84% 135 .891 88.5 88.0

127 2830 84% 140 .893 89.3 96.6

K28 2420 62% 131 .768 74.0 73.4

L29 2550 63% 133 .807 77.2 76.2

M30 2670 64% 131 .842 79.9

N31 2770 63% 123 .869 87.1 84.6

*U.S. GOVENMNIMANNGOPPIot 1963 3s1 420 3321


